GO. Against the flow:
ROCKSTER GO – powerful, robust and waterproof
Introducing a new member of the Rockster band: With the ROCKSTER GO, Teufel expands its
range of sturdy Bluetooth speakers with a particularly compact model.

Berlin, 15.11.2018 – The ROCKSTER GO impresses with powerful sound, high endurance and a
robust, waterproof housing. It's compact enough to take part in any adventure and offers practical
additional functions.
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Compact Bluetooth stereo speaker with powerful sound for every occasion
IPX7 waterproof rating, rubberised housing protects against shocks
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High-capacity battery for longer playing times of over 12 hours
On-device control buttons, AUX audio input, battery status indicator

Bluetooth with aptX® for wireless sound transmission in CD-quality
Two full-range drivers and a passive bass driver for balanced, rich sound
Party mode: connect two smartphones and play songs alternately
Double trouble: pair two ROCKSTER GO via Bluetooth and play synchronously
Integrated speakerphone for wireless calling, Skype, Facetime and voice control via Google
and Siri

Elastic carry strap
Available to order now for £139.99 on www.teufelaudio.com, will also soon be available in the
Teufel stores in Berlin, Essen and Vienna.

Power sound to-go
The ROCKSTER GO is a real go-getter! It is so compact that it can easily fit in your pocket or backpack
and weighs only 700g. Nevertheless, it is extremely robust. The case is shock-absorbant and
waterproof to IPX7, which means that the speaker is even protected against periods of immersion of up
to 30 minutes in depths of up to one metre.
Loud and proud
With its two full-range drivers and an additional passive bass diaphragm, the ROCKSTER GO is much
more powerful than you would expect from its size. The high-quality aptX® codec is used to ensure
stable audio transmissions via Bluetooth in CD-quality. The integrated battery delivers enough power
for 12 hours of playing time. The current battery status can be viewed at any time at the touch of a
button. For optimal operating comfort, music and volume control buttons are integrated on the top of the
device - so your mobile phone can stay in your bag.
Double the power, double the fun
Two functions make the ROCKSTER GO twice as much fun. With party mode, you can connect two
Bluetooth-enabled devices at the same time and play music alternately over the speaker. And if you
want the party to get a little louder, you can connect two ROCKSTER GO wirelessly and play as a
stereo pair with double the power.
Price and availability
The ROCKSTER GO can be ordered now in the Teufel webshop at www.teufelaudio.com at the price of
£139.99 and will be delivered shortly. It will of course also soon be available in our Teufel stores in
Berlin, Essen and Vienna.

